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Abstract
As a novel relevance filtering method, some experiments are done to illustrate the performance of UFR since this algorithm is proposed.
However, there is no any comparison between UFR and some other relevance filtering mechanisms. This paper compares UFR with
VON in scalability and efficiency. By changing the peer number and changing the AOI when setting the peer number fixed in
experiments, it is proved that UFR is more efficient than VON in these two cases. Then some experiments on group based moving
model prove the result more sensitive. To counter that the original “strip” algorithm to calculate the UFR border is not very efficient,
we proposed OPT-UFR to reduce the useless update messages, and finally proposed a new algorithm to solve the heavy traffic problem
for the joining node. Experimental results show that OPT-UFR always has better performance than both random based and group based
moving models.
Keywords: filtering method, UFR, VON, OPT-UFR

update messages. At last, we discuss the peer joining
procedure and propose a “delayed joining” algorithm to
solve the heavy traffic problem for the joining node.

1 Introduction
UFR is a novel relevance filtering method proposed by
Makbily in 1999. The concept of UFR is very different
from other relevance filtering technologies for distributed
environment. Most of the existing relevance filtering
technologies tries to maintain a neighbour list by using
neighbour discovery mechanisms to keep connected and
then implement the relevance filtering according to the
neighbour list. Otherwise, Makbily maintains an update
free region which is called UFR for each pair of peers. It
means that if two peers are both in their UFRs referred to
each other, they don’t need send state update messages to
each other. Because both of the peers will not enter each
other’s AOI if they don’t go out of UFR. This can be
ensured by the algorithms to calculate the UFR borders.
One recent application by using UFR is to detect the
efficient proximity among mobile friends proposed by
Arnon Amir. They use “strips algorithm” which is very
similar to Makbily’s original method to calculate the UFR
borders. They also give out some mathematical analysis to
show the efficiency of UFR algorithm. However, the
condition of the analysis is much too idealized, the
practical environment is not fully considered. Except for
Amir’s work, Makbily and Steed also have some
experiments to illustrate the performance of UFR
algorithm. But they all don’t compare UFR with some
other relevance filtering mechanisms.
The contribution of our work includes the following
aspects. First, we compare UFR with VON to give an
intuitive view of the scalability and efficiency of UFR.
Second, based on the experiments, a regression analysis of
UFR will be given. Third, we propose a kind of an
optimization for “strip algorithms” to reduce the useless
*

2 Related works
2.1 STRIPS ALGORITHMS
As mentioned above, strips algorithms is used in the
wireless mobile environment to reduce the location update
messages between peers. Each peer in the world has its
area of interest. The area of interest is assumed to be a
circle with identical radius R for all the peers. Let a, b be
two users whose Euclidean distance, denoted |b−a|, is
larger than R. Let ℓ(a,b) denote the bisector of the line
connecting a and b. (see Figure 1). Let S(a,b) denote the
infinite strip of width R whose central axis is ℓ(a,b). Let ei
denote the line bounding S(a,b) on the side closer to a. The
idea behind this method is that as long as neither a or b
enters S(a,bi), they do not need to exchange location
update messages. The strip serves as a static buffer region
between a and b and ensures that as long as they are on
both sides neither one of them is in the vicinity of the other.
They also discuss the efficiency of strips algorithm by
mathematical analysis. They point out the ε plays an
important role on determining a trade-off between the
desired distance and accuracy in generating alerts and the
required number of location update messages. But actually
in the practical environment, the one step distance of each
peer often is not very small, so the limit case will not occur.
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constantly discover new nodes and disconnect those that
have left its AOI (unless they are enclosing neighbours). A
node thus restricts communications with mostly the actual
AOI neighbours, independent of the scale of the system.
Keeping bandwidth consumption at each node bounded is
the key to VON’s scalability [2].
However, VON is not very efficient. There are two
kinds of extra messages in VON. Firstly, some enclosing
neighbours may be not in the peer’s AOI, so there will be
useless location update messages to be sent. Secondly,
boundary neighbours should send back the enclosing
neighbour lists which are also extra messages for
neighbour discovering.

Bisector L(a,b)
Stripe(a,b)
b

R
a
FIGURE 1 Concept of stripes algorithms

3 Comparisons between UFR and VON

2.2 VON

Our objective is to compare UFR [3] with VON on the
scalability and efficiency aspects. In order to give a clear
view, we use PPP (perfect peer to peer) to make a
comparison. PPP is an ideal case that a peer only sends
location update messages to the neighbours within its own
AOI. No relevance filtering method can be as efficient as
PPP [10]. For VON, it should keep some “remote
enclosing neighbours” [4] which are out of AOI for
neighbour discovering. It also needs to send back
neighbour list from the boundary neighbours to discover
the new neighbours. All of these messages are “useless”
messages. For UFR, when peers hit the UFR border, it
should communicate to update the border. All of the above
communications are “useless” messages. Thus, we adopt
the extra messages as the metric to evaluate the efficiency
of UFR and VON.
We implemented the strips algorithm to calculate the
UFR border in a simulated distributed networked
environment. Each peer in the world has an area of interest
represented by AOI. For VON, we download the source
code written by Tainwan Group. We use the random and
group based moving model to do the simulation
respectively.

VON is a recent proposed relevance filtering method for
fully distributed environment. The Voronoi diagram [13]
from computational geometry is used to maintain and
discover the neighbours. VON has good scalability and
consistency characteristics.

FIGURE 2 VON description

Each node in VON is represented as a site in the
Voronoi diagram. For a given node, they define AOI
neighbours as the nodes whose positions are within its
AOI. Enclosing neighbours are nodes whose regions
immediately surround the given node, and boundary
neighbours are AOI neighbours whose enclosing
neighbours may partially lie outside the AOI [1]
(Figure 2). Each node maintains a Voronoi diagram of all
AOI neighbours and directly connects them to minimize
latency. As only a few neighbours are kept, the cost to
maintain a Voronoi diagram at each node is low. To
prevent overlay partition (i.e., groups of nodes become
mutually unaware of each other), they also require each
node to minimally keep its enclosing neighbours (which
may be outside the AOI when neighbouring nodes are
sparse).
When a node moves, position updates are sent to all
connected neighbours (i.e., AOI neighbours plus any
enclosing neighbours beyond AOI). Neighbour discovery
is done via notifications from boundary neighbours, as
they know both the moving node and other nodes beyond
the AOI (which happen to be their enclosing neighbours).
This way, potential AOI neighbours are discovered with
mutual collaborations. As a node moves around, it will

3.1 PARAMETER TUNING
Firstly, we keep the world size and the AOI unchanged.
We change the peer number to evaluate the scalability
characteristic. We use the average update message number
per peer per step to be sent including useful and extra
messages to measure the performance. We get the
following results which are obtained from the random
moving model.
Figure 3 shows that as the peer number increases, the
average messages per peer per step to be sent in PPP, UFR
and VON approximately increase linearly. It implicates
that both UFR and VON have good scalability as peer
density increases.
An intuitive explanation for this figure may be like this:
the peer number increases linearly while the world size is
fixed means that the peer density in the world increases
linearly. For the random based moving model, we consider
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3.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

approximately that all the peers are distributed evenly.
Thus, the average neighbours within the AOI for a peer
will increase accordingly.

In order to give a more accurate evaluation, we make a
regression analysis for UFR. Different from the
mathematical analysis of strip algorithms, we use the
experimental data to give out an approximate model of the
performance of UFR. The following are some definitions.
We use d to represents the peer density, PN represents the
peer number, S represents the world size (area of the
world), aoi represents the radius of the AOI. We can get d
from the following expression.
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FIGURE 3 Performance of UFR and VON with random moving model

NUFR  a  d  (aoi)2  b  d  c  (aoi)2  d .

Additionally, another phenomenon we can see from
Figure 3 is that the average message number of UFR is
smaller than VON. UFR seems more efficient than VON
in this case.
Secondly, we set the peer number fixed and change the
AOI.

Avg Messages

PPP
Quadratic Fitting
UFR
VAST

NUFR  6.04  4.36  d  (aoi)2 ,

(3)

N PPP  1.98  4.1 d  (aoi)2 .

(4)

If we let e be equal to d*(aoi)2. Actually, e is a
reflection of the average neighbour number of a peer. We
can get the following expression

50

( NUFR  Nppp) / Nppp  (4.06  0.26e) /(1.98  4.1e) . (5)

40
30

We define this as “useless rate” for UFR. Figure 5
shows the tendency of “useless rate”. From Figure 5 we
can see that as the average neighbour number increases,
the “useless rate” seems to decrease. It is a little tricky. But
actually we can assume the limit case: If the AOI is
enlarged to the whole world, all the peers will be in the
neighbour list for each peer, every location update
messages will be “useful”.

20
10
0
50

(2)

By using least square analysis, we get the coefficients
b and c are close to zero, so neglect them. Thus, we get the
two equations for UFR and VON respectively as followed.

80

60

(1)

From the above intuitive experimental results, we can
see that the average message number marked by N of UFR
is just related to d and aoi. So we can get the target
equation of N. a, b, c and d are the coefficients.
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FIGURE 4 Performance of UFR and VON with different AOIs

Figure 4 shows the performance with AOI changed.
We can see that, the message numbers of UFR and VON
both have an approximate quadratic increase as AOI
increases. Similar to the above explanation, when AOI
increases linearly while keep peers density unchanged, the
average neighbours within the AOI increase quadratic
(AOI can be considered as the radius of the area of
interest). Additionally, UFR still has better performance
than VON in this case.
As for the other parameters, the velocity has the same
effect with parameter AOI, the world size is also a relative
value of AOI and the peer number, so we don’t consider
them.
From the above two groups experiments we can
conclude that both VON and UFR scale well. UFR seems
more efficient than VON in general cases.
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FIGURE 5 Useless rate for UFR with random moving model
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3.3 GROUP BASED MOVING MODEL

peers when updates occur. We can see clearly that most of
the update messages are occurred within 200.

We also do some experiments on group based moving
model. Different from the random moving model, group
based moving model organizes peers in some groups. All
the peers in the same group go toward the same destination
during a period. The following figures show the
performance of UFR and VON in group based model. The
performance of UFR and VON with group based moving
model fluctuates much more than with random moving
model. UFR also has better performance than VON (see
Figure 6).
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FIGURE 8 Update messages distribution in UFR with random moving
model
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OPT-UFR algorithm considers the predicted trajectory
of the two nodes. Thus, when the UFR borders are
calculated, we can set the border more reasonably. We
only consider some simple cased now, but from a different
point of view, the easier the better. The simulation
experimental results show that OPT-UFR has better
performance than the original “strip” algorithm.
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4.1 OPT-UFR DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 6 Performance of UFR and VON with group based moving
model

Firstly, when peers hit the border, we should calculate the
new borders by using “strip” method. Secondly, we
calculate out the bisector and the predicted trajectories of
this pair of peers. If the borders should be adjusted
according to the OPT-UFR regulations, we will adjust the
borders according to the corresponding cases. Third, three
different cased are listed here.
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//get bisector
line bisector=GetBisector(peer1, peer2);
//get predicted trajectory
line traj1=GetTraj(peer1);
line traj2=GetTraj(peer2);
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FIGURE 7 Performance variety with different group sizes

if(Intersect(traj1, bisector) && Intersect(traj2, bisector)) {
double dist1=GetDistance (peer1, traj1, bisector);
double dist2=GetDistance (peer2, traj2, bisector);
SetBorderInverseProp (peer1,peer2, dist1, dist2,
bisector);
} else if (Intersect (traj1, bisector) | | Intersect(traj2,
bisector)) {
if(Intersect(traj1, bisector) {
SetBorderNear(peer2, peer1, bisector);
}else {
SetBorderNear(peer1, peer2, bisector);
}
} else {
//do nothing
}

4 Optimization on stripes algorithms
The original “strip” algorithm to calculate the UFR border
is not very efficient. When the two peers are going closer,
the updates messages will be increased obviously. In
addition, the “strip” only calculates the UFR border by
using the positions of peers but not considers the speed and
trajectories of the peers. In order to reduce useless update
messages and relieve the increasing update messages when
peers going closer, OPT-UFR is proposed.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the border update
messages. The AOI is set to be 100. All the border update
messages are classified by the distance between the pair of

FIGURE 9 Pseudo code of OPT-UFR
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1) If the two trajectories both have intersecting points
with the bisector, we try to let the two peers arrive the
border at the same time. In order to do this, we let the
distance between the peer and its UFR border be inverse
proportion to the distance between this peer and the
intersecting point of its trajectory and the bisector.
2) If there is only one intersecting point, it implicates
that one peer is leaving the UFR border, so we can set the
border very near to this leaving peer and this can let
another peer goes further without hitting the border.
3) If there is no intersecting node, it means that two
nodes are both leaving each other. Thus, we don’t need to
adjust them anyway.
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FIGURE 13 Comparison between OPT-UFR and Strips algorithm with
group based moving model (a)
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FIGURE 12 Comparison of OPT-UFR and Stripes algorithm with
random moving model (c)

We test OPT-UFR algorithm with simulation programs.
Random moving model and group based moving model
are used as the moving model. The experimental settings
are listed by following: world size (1000×1000), velocity
(5), AOI (100), time step (500). We change the peer size
to test different performance with different densities and
collect the number of border update messages as our
metric.
We get the following results. Figure 10, Figure 11 and
Figure 12 shows the comparison of the OPT-UFR and
“strip” algorithm with random moving model.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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FIGURE 10 Comparison between OPT-UFR and Strips algorithm with
random moving model (a)
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FIGURE 14 Comparison between OPT-UFR and Strips algorithm with
group based moving model (b)
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Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the
comparison of the OPT-UFR and “strip” algorithm with
group based moving and group based moving model
respectively. The group size is set to be 50. We can see that
OPT-UFR always has better performance with both two
moving models.
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FIGURE 11 Comparison of OPT-UFR and Stripes algorithm with
random moving model (b)
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of the two peers. We assume all the peers have the same
AOI and velocity.
Thus, the joining peer can firstly connect the existing
peers which the delay steps are 0. After a time step, it can
continually connect the peers which the delay steps are 1.
So on, we can divide the peer joining procedure into many
steps. Additionally, during the peer joining period, though
many peers may not know the new joining peer, the
consistency actually is kept all the time. Because those
peers who don’t know the joining peers won’t have any
interaction with the joining node.
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5.1 FEASIBILITY OF DELAYED JOINING

FIGURE 15 Comparison between OPT-UFR and Strips algorithm with
group based moving model (c)

Finally, we discuss the feasibility of joining by step. The
most important feature should be satisfied for the method
is the appropriate group division. The distribution of the
peers in each group should be average. We do some
experiments to get the distribution of the peers according
to the steps can be delayed and get the following
Figures 16.

5 Peer joining
One of the key problems is the peer joining procedure for
UFR scheme. In order to run the UFR algorithm, we
should know all the existing peers to calculate the UFR
borders. There will be a heavy traffic load for the joining
peer when there are so many existing peers.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a feasible
peer joining strategy which is called “joining by step”. The
main idea of the method is to delay some UFR border
calculations for the un-urgent peers. We only calculate
UFR borders for the “nearer peers” for the joining peer.
We first select the nearest peer to the joining peer as its
proxy and get the UFR border list from the proxy. The
objective is to get the “at least” distance from the joining
peer to each of the existing peer. What we can only use is
the UFR border list from the proxy. Then, we divide these
UFR border into two groups. Group one is that both the
joining peer and the proxy are at the same side of the
border. The other group is that the joining peer and the
proxy are at the opposite side of the border. We only
calculate the distances to the borders from group one. For
the borders from group two, we are not sure the “at least”
distance from the joining peer to the corresponding peer
related to this border, because, the joining peer is not in the
safe area for the corresponding peer related to this border.
At this time, we set the distance between these two peers
to be 0.
After the distance calculations, we get the “at least”
distance from the joining peer to each of the existing peers
in the world. We use variable dis to represent this distance.
We then calculate out the steps can be delayed for each
peer in the world by the following equation.
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FIGURE 16 Peer distribution according to steps can be delayed

The experimental settings are like these, world size
(1000×1000), AOI (100), velocity (5), peers (1000). These
two figures are separately for the random moving model
and the group based moving model. We let a new peer join
the world several times and get the average peer

The variable steps represents the time steps of this
connection refers to this peer can be delayed. aoi is the
AOI radius for this pair of peers. V represents the velocity
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7 Conclusions

distributions. From the Figure 16 we can see that the
number of peers in each group is average. The red point
represents the average neighbours in this world for each
peer. Thus, we can conclude that only about average
neighbours number peers should be connect immediately
for the peer joining. So the “joining by step” strategy
seems to be feasible.

We have proposed an optimization algorithm In order to
reduce useless update messages and relieve the increasing
update messages when peers going closer. The algorithm
is based on UFR. When peers hit the border, we should
calculate the new borders by using “strip” method, then
calculate out the bisector and the predicted trajectories of
this pair of peers. we will adjust the borders according to
the corresponding cases when adjustment needed
according to the OPT-UFR regulations.
By testing OPT-UFR algorithm with simulation
programs, results show that OPT-UFR has better
performance than the original “strip” algorithm.
Otherwise, “delayed joining” algorithm can solve the
heavy traffic problem for the joining node.
OPT-UFR has been proposed to relieve increasing
useless update messages when peers going closer. The
UFR algorithm, as described above, is applied only to a
pair of agents. In multi-peers environment, a significant
computation burden will appear when we use the UFR in
every peer. This shows that a fully suitable algorithm for
the entire system needs further research.

6 Other issues
Another issue should be considered is the computational
complexity of UFR. Different from VON, each peer in
UFR should keep strips of all the other peers in the world.
Thus, each step one peer should find out which UFR
borders it goes across and should be updated. When the
peer number is very large, the computational complexity
will be a problem. Fortunately, some data structures and
algorithms focus on this problem have been proposed and
the computational complexity can be controlled under
O(nlgn).
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